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Loco Components 2022
In addition to our current range of RTR locos we offer the following components.
Please note these items are produced to order, and dispatch may be a delayed.
1 Power chassis
Working with Essel Engineering we have compiled a range of 3 power chassis :-

From left to right :MED-010A
MED-010C
MED-Dav

L160mm W75mm Wheel base 67mm
L187mm W75mm Wheel base 90mm
L170mm W75mm Wheel base 60mm

£95.00
£95.00
£140.00

Constructed of steel they incorporate substantial gear head motors, generously proportioned bearing
surfaces and correct 7/8th profile re-gaugeable wheel sets.
2 Deck and Suspension
To the power chassis a 2mm styrene deck 100mm wide is added. For the 010’s the chassis is then
detailed with a choice of suspension units, either leaf or coil spring. All decks and chassis are joined
using the coupler mounting bolt, allowing them to be split for painting or maintenance.
Couplers are either Iron filled resin multi height coupler blocks or a variety of Talisman Brass couplers
including 78-005, 006, 019, 057, or 062

3 Bonnet
We currently offer a choice of three bonnet types, a short, parallel, louvered Meadows type, a boxy
Davenport style with a large bolted header radiator, or our tapered non louvered Home & Colonial
variant. We will be adding more options in due course.
Please note the full meadows style with scuttle, and the Davenport are really only suitable for the 010C
chassis because of their length

4 Cab
The final options are for the cab style, these can include, a metal C cab, Colonial type pole cab, a
Simplex style, an American wood panelled cab, and we would be happy to consider any other types
that you may care to suggest. These can be augmented with a choice of dummy gearboxes, seats
controls etc. With the exception of the resin American cab, we can custom build the cab to suit your
requirements.
The three main components chassis, bonnet and cab will be assembled and primed along with any
additional fabrications. Extra details will be in their raw state. The final assembly will be left to you as it
is affected by your decisions regarding power and control systems.
Examples
Meadows bonnet with C Cab

Davenport Style with riveted full cab

Davenport style with American cab

Davenport style with pole cab

With all of the above options there will be variations in price, as examples:010A with Home & Colonial bonnet and C cab
010C with Meadows bonnet and C cab
010C with Davenport bonnet and American cab

£285.00
£295.00
£375.00

C Cab with bench seat
Full cab
Full cab riveted
American cab

£65.00
£80.00
£120.00
£100.00

Meadows bonnet assy, with scuttle
Home and Colonial Bonnet assy
Davenport Bonnet

£60.00
£50.00
£90.00

Ruston style gearbox and seat
Davenport style gearbox
Brake last

£25.00
£15.00
£10.00

Dummy leaf spring axleboxes set of 4
Dummy coil spring axle boxes set of 4
Riveted deck

£28.00
£14.00
£65.00

We produce a set of resin details for a 20/28 Simplex:7/8ths scale
2X Couplers
Radiator
4X Sandboxes
4X Axleboxes
Bonnet
Brake stand

£12.00
£10.00
£12.00
£10.00
£24.00
£10.00

1:12th scale
2X Couplers
1X Radiator
4X Sandboxes
4X Axleboxes

£12.00
£10.00
£12.00
£10.00

Ruston cab details

£22.00

We offer a full build service, costs will be dependent on your choice of power and control systems, a
custom weathered paint job will be in the region of £150.00.

